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from the point of view of "molecular biology"-the interactions of nucleic
acid structure, protein structure and enzyme action in bringing about
cell infection and virus replication. Enough is included on protein and
nucleic acid chemistry, and on the biosynthesis of these substances in
non-viral systems, to make the train of argument intelligible to the reader
who has a good basis in science but no specialized knowledge of the field.
Passing reference is made to viruses other than TMV, but much fascinating
material which might be encompassed by the title, for example, the roles
of the tail components of the T-even phages in accomplishing penetration
of the bacterial cell, is not to be found.
In a style that is informal, irreverent and occasionally facetious, Dr.
Fraenkel-Conrat leads us from Iwanowski's filtration experiments to the
cracking of the genetic code. He even throws in some advice to the
budding investigator on how to get to the top. It is refreshing to find an
account of a complex subject which is simple and at the same time authorita-
tive and up-to-date. The book is well produced, and includes some excellent
photographic illustrations.
GERARD R. WYATT
BRAIN AND BEHAVIOR IN CEPHALOPODS. By M. J. Wells. Stanford, Calif.,
Stanford University Press, 1962. 171 pp. $4.50.
Octopuses and squid are, of course, imposing, multi-armed, ocean-dwelling
invertebrates which have fascinated man since antiquity. They belong to
the class, Cephalopoda which, unlike other Molluscs, do not normally have
shells but depend for survival instead upon active patterns of attack and
escape behavior. Wells' little monograph argues that these terrible beasts
are also surprisingly intelligent and have adapted remarkably well within
a limited ecological range with rather unpromising biological material.
While the author claims that he is concerned with the general problem
of "behavior as a means of finding out about nervous organization," his
book is, in fact, limited to a description of three species, Octopus, Loligo
(Squid), and Sepia (Cuttlefish), although brief references are made to
other Cephalopods such as Eledone and Argonauta; in addition, there is
a somewhat gratuitous chapter on a "living fossil," Nautilus. Careful obser-
vation and experimentation by the author, often along with his wife, and
by others like Boycott, Sutherland, and Young give firm support to the
majority of Wells' conclusions and there is little theoretical speculation.
An account of the gross anatomy of Cephalopods precedes a discussioll
of the mechanisms of locomotor, attack, escape, and reproductive behavior.
Because these beasts have highly developed vertebrate-like eyes (which
normally operate monocularly), it is not surprising that they are capable
of acquiring visual discriminations based upon either size or shape cues
provided that the proper training procedures (such as punishing incorrect
responses) are used. Because performance does not improve with the
presentation of successive similar problems (as is the case with most higher
species), Wells concludes that the learning mechanism must involve the
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establishment of new neural connections rather than the modification of
existing sets.
Blinded octopuses can acquire certain kinds of discriminations based
upon tactile or chemical stimulation. The results of a textual discrimination
experiment with grooved cylinders suggest that the "discrimination of the
topographical features of objects touched may be based simply upon the
proportion of sense organs excited in the contact areas" (p. 83).
The remainder of the monograph is devoted in large part first to a
detailed description of the brain and central nervous system of Cephalopods
and then to electrical stimulation and brain lesion experiments which
attempt to relate brain structure to motoric behavior and to visual and
tactile learning. Broadly speaking, animals such as Octopus vulgaris
appear to have two independent learning mechanisms, with the exception
of the vertical lobe; the optic, superior frontal and vertical lobes are con-
cerned with visual recognition while the inferior frontal-subfrontal-vertical
lobe system is concerned with chemo-tactile learning. The vertical lobe is,
in addition, apparently involved in memory capacity.
The book is tersely written in a scholarly and lucid style; it is profusely
illustrated with data and diagrams drawn by the author. I would recommend
it highly to anyone seriously interested in invertebrate biology or behavior.
JAMES B. APPEL
EFFECTS OF IONIZING RADIATIONS ON IMMUNE PROCESSES. Charles A.
Leone, Ed. New York, Gordon and Breach, 1962. 518 pp. $12.50.
This book represents another attempt to edit an international symposium
into a readable and useful volume. The symposium, held in September 1961
at the University of Kansas, brought together geneticists, protein chemists,
radiobiologists, and immunologists, for a multi-faceted approach to the
problem. The organization of the volume is noteworthy because it first
considers in a lucid way the fundamental physical, chemical, and biological
properties of irradiated molecules of proteins and nucleic acids. The
effects of radiation on cells engaged in antibody production are then con-
sidered, leading finally to evaluation of changes induced by radiation in
the whole animal.
The understanding of the mechanisms of immune processes in general,
and antibody production in particular, is evolving rapidly at present,
but still requires much elucidation. For this reason the earlier chapters
dealing with fundamental radiation effects upon structure and reactivity of
proteins held the most interest for this reviewer. The apparent contra-
dictions and paradoxes in the data presented on the primary and secondary
antibody responses and modification of these responses induced by radiation
suffer because of the complexity of the systems involved.
In general, this is a worthwhile volume. Nothing new or startling is
presented but the authors and editor have taken pains to present their
very well documented material in readable fashion. To those who are con-
cerned with hypersensitivity and disease, and think about tissue and organ
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